
Curriculum Overview: Reception: 22/23

Subject Term 1 Me and Stories Term 2 Magic and Nature Term 3 The Natural world,

Summer and Transition

Communication and Language Talking about ourselves and past

experiences

Take turns to speak in a class

discussion

Listening and Responding to

Familiar Stories

Story Acting

answering more details

questions

Understanding what a question

is is and ask each other

questions

Introduce learning buddies

Taking turns to speak.sharing our

opinions

Telling our own stories

Past tenses

Responding to each other’s

questions

Listening for longer periods of

time.

Share our opinions and

experiences

The difference between past

and present tenses

Literacy Matching Sounds to Letters

Letter Formation

Writing and Reading Simple

Words

Concept of print

Retelling stories

Fiction and non fiction books

Blending and Segmenting

Answering questions about the

book- developing comprehension

Writing Captions and Lists

Reading Simple Sentences

Rhyming words

Focus on capital letters, finger

spaces and full stops

Fiction and nonfiction books

Creating our own spells

Talk for writing units

Big write

Answering questions about the

book- developing comprehension

Group and Independent writing

Focus on capital letters, finger

spaces and full stops

Writing instructions and short

stories

Fiction and non fiction books

Expressive Art and Design Construction

Exploring Media and Materials

Using a variety of creative tools

Construction

Exploring Media and Materials

Using a variety of creative tools

Construction

Exploring Media and Materials

Using a variety of creative tools



Model making using clay and

playdough

Christmas show

Dancing and singing

Dressing up and role playing

Acting out our stories

Model making using clay and

playdough

Baking

Preparing food

Junk model making

Creating our own spells and

making dances.

Dressing up and role playing

Acting out our stories

Model making using clay and

playdough

Baking

Preparing food

Junk model making

Creating our own spells and

making dances.

Dressing up and role playing

Acting out our stories

P.S.E.D All About Me!

Likes and dislikes

Getting to know each other

Making friends

Learning Makaton signs to share

feelings

Team work

Learning strategies to solve any

social conflicts

Our class rules

Importance of kindness

Target chart

Creating a class book

settling back into school

Team work

Makaton signs

Using strategies to solve social

conflicts

Describing feelings and worries

in more detail

Introduce worry box

Daily acts of kindness

Target chart

Team work

Makaton signs

Using strategies to solve social

conflicts

Describing feelings and worries

in more detail

Introduce worry box

Daily acts of kindness

What am I good at?

What do I like about myself?

My achievements.

Target chart

Understanding the World Festivals and Celebrations

Living Things

Our favourite animals

Different types of spiders and

monkeys

Insects

Different habitats

Using age appropriate computer

software: robot mouse, maths

Internet Safety

Taking photos and videos

Using a search engine

Introduce rainbow challenge

Class trips

Taking Kenny home

Accepting we are all different

Rainbow challenge

Creating a fact file

Facts

Transition days

Exploring different environments

Taking Kenny home

Embracing our differences



and fine motor challenges on the

SMART board

Using a search engine

Taking Kenny home

Accepting we are all different

Physical Development Throwing and Catching

Running and Jumping

Ensuring correct pencil grip

Funky fingers activities

Different foods

Dough disco

Healthy and unhealthy food

Team Games

Throwing and Catching

Obstacles

Racing and Chasing Games

Maths Matching Numerals to Amounts

Counting On and Back

Counting objects

Using five and ten frames

Concept of number

Number recognition

2D Shapes

Number formation

Weight, size and capacity

Patterns

Odd one out

Length and Height

Addition and Subtraction

Writing number sentences

Number formation

Size, Weight and Capacity

Time

3D Shapes

Length and height

Moving onto Daily Maths focused

activities

Create a class Maths book

Addition and Subtraction

Doubling, Halving and Sharing

Position and Direction

Positional language

Daily differentiated Maths

challenges


